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Across
6. A _______ stick on both ends is what Jack used to hunt 

the pigs on the island.

7. _______ is a natural leader, is handsome, and also 

athletic.

9. Piggy is desribed as a _____, intellectual boy 

throughout the book.

10. The conch shell was ______ by the boulder.

11. ______ crew attacks Ralph and Piggy.

13. Jack paints his face with_______.

19. _________ is the choir leader.

20. The boys swim inside a _______ pool inside the 

lagoon.

23. _________ goed looking for the "beast"

24. A ______ passes by on the horizon.

26. The _____ is the imaginary creature that the boys seen.

27. Samneric are ______.

28. The ______ are the younger kids that are on the island.

30. The boys are on a _______ island.

31. The conch shell symbolizes new _______ on the island.

32. The lord of the flies is actually the _______ head on a 

stick.

34. Ralph ______ while the other boys are hunting for him.

35. The pig is caught up in ______ vines

Down
1. The littluns begin to have ________, when they think 

that there is a beast around the island.

2. The boys was in a _______ crash, that's how they got 

stranded on the island/

3. There was a big _______ at the beginning of the story.

4. Simon gets ______ when coming out of the forest.

5. There are no ______ on the island until the patrol 

officer arrives.

8. Roger throws stones at ______.

12. The ______ shell was used as a call to get all the boys 

together for a meeting.

14. Piggy wears ______.

15. The author of this book is ______ Golding.

16. the boys are shot down over the ______.

17. When they first see the pig, jack ______ to kill it.

18. The _______ were responsible for watching the fire at 

night.

21. A ____ is another name for a female pig.

22. Piggy gets killed when a _______ rolls on top of him.

25. ________ is described as a skinny, vivid little boy.

29. __________ is the boy that grins all the time.

33. The boys used Piggy's glasses to start a ______.

Word Bank
Fire conch Sow twins Jack's Maurice hides

nightmares Ralph pacific adults Twins Fire boulder

Simon Simon Sharpened Glasses creeper clay littluns

hesitates ship plane shattered fat Jack shallow

pig's Democacy beast tropical William Henry Killed


